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This paper examines the effect of corporate governance characteristics (board 
composition and ownership structure) on the extent of disclosure in their annual 
report on corporate social responsibility activities concerning community, 
environment, employees and products among non-financial listed companies in 
Malaysia based on top 100 market capitalization. Nowadays, there is a tremendous 
demands by stakeholders to the companies in demonstrate greater transparency on 
their activities. Many studies have been conducted in Malaysia on the area of 
voluntary disclosure on corporate social responsibility. The current study aimed to 
evaluate the current level of corporate social responsibility disclosure (CSRD) and 
investigate the effects of the corporate governance variables, board composition 
(board size, board independence and board qualification) and ownership structure 
(CEO ownership and non-executive ownership) and control variable (firm size) in 
relationship to the level of CSRD in 2010 in 74 top 100 based on market 
capitalization companies listed on the Bursa Malaysia. The results indicates that the 
corporate governance variables are influencing the level of information disclosed, 
thus confirming the hypotheses. The results showed that the level of corporate social 
responsibility disclosure (CSRD) level was acceptable compared to other studies. 
With regard to the quality of disclosure, the results on the corporate governance 
characteristics (board composition and ownership structure) showed that there are 
positive and negative relationship between CSRD and corporate governance 
variables. The variable that is positively linked to CSRD is board size, board 
independence; board qualification, family ownership and Malay director ownership 
and the negative linked relationship are board cross directorship, CEO ownership and 
non-executive ownership. However the result on control variable is negatively 
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUD OF STUDY 
 
1.0   Introduction 
Corporate Social responsibility (CSR) is one of the important management tools for 
the firms to create values and popularity within their customers. It has emerged as the 
significant themes to the international business communities and has become their 
mainstream activities. CSR is not a new idea nowadays. However, it has never been 
more prominent on the corporate agenda than it is today since the management 
started to realize the importance of CSR toward their firms. 
 
CSR is no longer restricted to charity toward the community. It has become a 
business tools in promoting their businesses and also in reducing the company tax. 
The awareness towards CSR has increased towards business entity because their 
actions will reflect on the companies itself. The CSR has becomes a requirement to 
the companies in order to gain people’s and government’s recognitions.  
 
In Malaysia CSR started late and not all companies are willing to implementing CSR 
in their business activity due to the conservative thinking of the shareholders. In 
other words if companies implement CSR, the return to shareholders will decrease. 
However, CSR is becoming well known in every corporate sector and most 
corporations in this world and most of the corporation.  Multinational corporations 
have implemented this towards their employees, environment, customers and 
government.  In the last few decade corporate social responsibility are not very 
The contents of 
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